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Results

Methods
We modified the plasmid pFLIP, which intrinsically contains a cruciform, 

to make two experimental plasmids:

PSM: includes an inserted single-stranded region

PBM: includes a blank insert with no secondary structures

Things we considered while designing the inserts: 

• The size of the inserts. Both have equal lengths

• “Anchoring” to prevent unwinding travelling beyond the insert. Inserts 

were anchored by GC’s

• How to differentiate modified plasmids from the original pFLIP: 

Restriction sites were added to the inserts

• The location of insert. It was placed opposite the intrinsic cruciform to 

avoid overlapping, and equally placed away from ORI and an antibiotic 

resistance gene, to avoid disrupting plasmid and cell growth.

We then calculated the equilibrium probability of structure formation 

using the SIST algorithm by Zhabinskaya and Benham, which is a 

statistical simulation based on the possible conformation and energy of 

states which can be formed by susceptible sequences.
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❖ DNA is supercoiled to fit inside the nucleus of the cell.

❖ Supercoiling puts torsional stress onto DNA.

❖ DNA can take on secondary structures to relax this stress, including:

• Writhe: when the DNA coils up on itself

• Z-DNA: when purine-pyrimidine repeats flip into a left-handed configuration

• Cruciform: when inverted repeats self-bind to form a cross-like shape

• Unwinding: when AT-rich regions melt at physiological temperatures

❖ Z-DNA, cruciforms and unwinding occur at sequence specific regions.

❖ These structures compete amongst each other to form.

❖ Here, we study the competition between and dynamics of the secondary structures.

Studying such transitions is critical as changes in DNA structure can affect gene 

regulation. Additionally, Cruciform structures can affect nucleosome structures and 

recombination, so the cruciform-unwinding competition is essential for homeostasis 

within the cell.
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• Superhelical density (σ) is the amount a 

DNA molecule is twisted away from its 

relaxed state, normalized by the size of 

a DNA molecule. 

• As a convention, σ is positive when the 

DNA is over-wound and negative when 

underwound relative to the relaxed 

state of the DNA. 

• L0 is a constant that represents the 

linking number of the relaxed double-

stranded DNA molecule (10.4), and Lk

is the linking number of the 

supercoiled DNA
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• The competition between secondary structures has an 

important role in replication and gene regulation. For 

example, the c-myc oncogene is regulated by the 

unwinding of the Far Upstream Sequence Element 

(FUSE), and the study of secondary structures can 

advance our understanding of cancer triggering 

mechanisms.

• Further work could be increasing the length of the 

cruciform insert to see how it interacts with other 

secondary structures, given that the intrinsic 

cruciform structure is not as significant. 
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• We observe a lower probability 

of cruciform formed in PBM, 

when there is no unwinding 

site, than in PSM, when there is 

an unwinding site – surprising!

• This could be because of Z-

DNA. In PSM, where there is 

an unwinding site, the 

probability of Z-DNA at 

location 113 is less than in 

PBM (no unwinding site) at the 

same location. This could 

explain the observed trends in 

the probability of cruciform 

structure formation in the two 

plasmids
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